
---------- 
Creativity 

YOUTH PHILANTHROPY INITIATIVE 
#YourCommunityFund 

------------------------ 
For the last week you have been researching local charities that have been impacted by the 
Covid-19 outbreak and the subsequent lockdown. You should now have chosen a local charity, 
researched the impact of Covid-19 on the social issue that your charity deals with and be ready to 
start building a case for why your charity is most deserving of a £4000 cheque! (But don’t panic if 
you aren’t - there’s still time to get up to speed.) 
 

Winning entries are always compelling, creative and impactful. This year you will have to be doubly 
creative: learning to work as a team during lockdown and delivering a presentation with style, 
creativity and conviction - without breaking social distancing rules.  
 

It’s no mean feat but it’s an incredible opportunity for you all! To support you we’ve collated ideas 
we’ve seen done well in the past and included some advice for making them work digitally. 
 

 
EDITING THE FINAL PRODUCT 
 
PRESENTATION IDEAS  
(Click the format you want to learn about to jump to the relevant bookmark) 
 
❏ GOOGLE SLIDES 
❏ STAND AND SPEAK PASSIONATELY  
❏ POSTERS, DRAWINGS & ANIMATION  
❏ INFOGRAPHIC 
❏ MOCK UP NEWS REPORT  
❏ PODCAST 
❏ MUSICAL PERFORMANCE  
❏ DANCE 
❏ DRAMA  
❏ SLAM POETRY  

 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/yourcommunityfund?src=hash


 
 
 EDITING THE FINAL PRODUCT  
 
Presumably most presentations will include some kind of video component, possibly multiple 
videos. To allow you to edit and splice your presentation together, we’ve got an education license 
for WeVideo, which is available via the web and as a smartphone app. There will be a link on your 
YPI classroom that will direct you to sign up for a free account. 
Then you’ll be added to your house group as part of the school 
account and you’ll have access to all the premium features. 
 
Amongst other features, WeVideo will allow you to record your 
screen and webcam (separately and simultaneously), narrate 
videos/slides and import photos, audio and video into a project.  
 
WeVideo also gives you some pretty cool options for making 
video presentations look really awesome. 
 

You can use the program’s green screen feature to make it look like you are all standing in front of 
the same backdrop. White and grey backgrounds don’t work very well - I used a bright blue blanket 
pinned to a wall to record in front of. Check out this tutorial to learn what to do next: Colour Keying 
Tips (Green Screen) 

 
 

You can layer multiple videos on top of one another which is the 
closest you can get to all being in the same room. To do this record 
all your clips separately and import them onto the timeline. You’ll 
have to resize the clips so that they all fit on the screen at the same 
time. Using a webcam gives you square clips and using a mobile 
phone gives you rectangular clips. 
 
You can, of course, choose to use a different audio/video editor if 
you want to/have access to one. 
 
Here are some examples of what WeVideo can do that we have put 
together: 
 
 

● YPI Your Community Fund - Social Issues, Charities and Working Together 
● WeVideo Layers and Green Screen (No, your Chromebook isn’t glitching there’s no audio) 
● Polar Bear  

 
 WeVideo Tutorials 
 

● Creating a Project 
● Uploading Media  
● Screen Record 
● Webcam Recording  
● Simultaneous Screen Record and Webcam 
● Storyboard Editing  
● Timeline Editing  
● Exporting your video  
● All User Guides  

https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=ey1evv0j0a#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=ey1evv0j0a#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGRpEtbTUAc&feature=emb_err_woyt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UUSo5CBDVw&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/hltCi0JwqRA
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=ay0dqy433h#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=lmlaei4g8z#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=ejtu6eraqt#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=wvw9utq6p5#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=gete907y66#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=cx3xvvpqdy#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=1rqf1uqk0r#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=4zopv5ydjp#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a#dq6apd6yu7


 
 
 GOOGLE SLIDES  
 
How to do it well 
 
Presentations using Google slides are the most common types of presentations 
we see. That doesn’t mean a Slides presentation can’t be done really well though. 
 
A good Slides presentation will: 
 

● Keep it simple - A cluttered slide is distracting but, a simple, visually appealing slide will 
engage your audience, keeping them on track with your main points.  
 

● Limit words per slide - Keep in mind that your audience should be listening and focused on 
you, not reading. Stick to key points. 
 

● Use graphics and infographics - Well chosen images can really emphasise the point you’re 
trying to make. Make sure they’re good quality. If you need to convey a lot of complex 
information, you can use a chart or infographic instead.  
 

● Use (short) video clips or music - only where appropriate. Video clips should either be of your 
creation or created by your charity. You must talk about any clips you use after they finish. 

 
Examples  
 
Use infographics to present complex information  

 
 
Limit words per slide and keep it simple 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
How to present Slides digitally  
 
Just as you would in person, decide which group members will present which slides. You should 
each write your own speech (don’t read off your slides!) Then you need to record your screen while 
you present your slides and you also need to record your speech. WeVideo gives you a few options 
for this: 
 

● Record your screen while you present your slides and record your video or audio at the same 
time. This is more straightforward and quicker to do. It can help you get it done if you’re 
anxious about recording yourself speaking, but it could get messy if you all choose to delete 
and re-record multiple times. (In the example below, Miss Fyvie 
mistakenly says 4 instead of 3 but because it happens quite far 
into the video she didn’t want to start from scratch - little mistakes 
are okay.) 
 
Watch Miss Fyvie try it out: Narrated Slides Example 1 

 
● Add your slides to your project as screenshot images and record 

your audio narration separately. This will let you re-record your 
narration as many times as you 
like but it will leave the 
presentation slides intact as a 
structure for your group.  
 
Watch Miss Fyvie try it out: 
Narrated Slides Example 2 
 
And this is a little ‘how to’ guide 
of how to edit that: Editing 
Narrated Slides 

 
 

Alternatively, you can avoid video editing software altogether and record your video/audio using 
your Chromebook’s webcam or microphone, upload the video to google drive and embed the 
video/audio into your presentation. That way the judges can press 
play on the video narration slide by slide. 
 
This is a quick and easy option but it can still work really well! In my 
example below I embedded a sped up video of myself writing into my 
Slides presentation. This method does mean you have to sacrifice 
space on your slides and it can be fiddly to make everything look the 
way you want it to. 
 
Watch Miss Scanlan try it out: Slide Example with Embedded Video  
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66F-5HCGrRY&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/j18yUcn_GM8
https://youtu.be/DQ5cGzis6Eo
https://youtu.be/DQ5cGzis6Eo
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/127uNgrOccDtpFSyUL0lEZGU9i82wEJCEB5Z6C0QLrUo/edit?usp=sharing


 
 
 
 STAND AND SPEAK PASSIONATELY  
 
How to do it well 
 
It may be tempting to go for the flashiest presentation you can manage, but 
sometimes less is more. Strong public speaking can be just as effective as any other kind of 
presentation - with or without slides. In the past we’ve had participants simply stand under a 
spotlight and deliver an impassioned, persuasive speech on behalf of their charity.  
 
To deliver a good persuasive speech you should: 
 
 

● Stand in one place without fidgeting 
● Make eye contact and vary your tone of voice and expression  
● Rehearse and memorise your speech so you can ditch the note cards  
● Use persuasive techniques: power of three, emotive language, rhetorical question, repetition, 

anecdote, direct address, definitive statements 
 
Examples 
 
Have a look at these fantastic kids’ Tedx Talks for some inspiration. All four of these kids have their 
audience captivated by using their voices and minimal visual aids. If they can; you can!  
 

● We Are All Different - and THAT'S AWESOME! | Cole Blakeway | TEDxWestVancouverED 
● Kids need recess | Simon Link | TEDxAmanaAcademy 
● The Effects of Lying | Georgia Haukom | TEDxKids@ElCajon 
● Being an Introvert is a Good Thing. | Crystal Robello | TEDxStMaryCSSchool 

 
How to do a group speech digitally  
 
Obviously you won’t be standing in front of an audience to speak so the first decision you have to 
make is whether you record your speech as audio only, or audio and video. WeVideo gives you 
both of these options. 
 
To present a group speech successfully as an audio recording you should:  
 

● Introduce yourselves and/or introduce the person speaking after you so the audience knows 
who is speaking. 

● Work hard on your tone of voice and your persuasive techniques to capture the audience.  
● Leave 5 seconds of silence at the start and end of your 

recording to make editing the recordings together at the 
end easier.  

● Use WeVideo to arrange the audio clips in order then 
change the volume of each recording until they are 
roughly the same. 

● Consider exporting as a video file with headshots of each 
group member as the backdrop for each part of the 
speech or even a cartoon image that represents you - like 
the band, The Gorillaz.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQuM5e0QGLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kh9GbYugA1Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbftlDzIALA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oAJsPFH2wk


 
 

 
 
 How to do a group speech digitally  
 
To present a speech successfully as a video recording, the advice above still applies. In addition to 
this you should: 
 

● Record against a neutral backdrop - find a section of blank wall - and try to place your 
camera at the same height and distance away from yourselves so that your videos all look 
the same.  

● Try to use the same body language/posture e.g. if one of you is sitting you should all be 
sitting. 

● Try to coordinate your outfits so you are all wearing the same thing/colour. This will make you 
look like a team.  
 
 

WeVideo gives you some pretty cool options for making video 
presentations look really awesome: 
 
You can use the program’s green screen feature to make it look 
like you are all standing in front of the same backdrop. White and 
grey backgrounds don’t work very well - I used a bright blue 
blanket pinned to a wall to record in front of. Check out this tutorial 
to learn what to do next: Colour Keying Tips (Green Screen) 

 

 
You can layer multiple videos on top of one another, which is the 
closest you can get to all being in the same room. To do this, record 
all your clips separately and import them onto the timeline. You’ll 
have to resize the clips so that they all fit on the screen at the same 
time. (See 1.45 minutes in to this tutorial for a reminder of how to 
resize videos.) Using a webcam gives you square clips and using a 
mobile phone gives you rectangular clips. 
 
Example  
 
Here’s an example of video layering and green screen that I’ve created. In the still image you’ll see 
I’ve got three versions of myself talking and a powerpoint playing in the background. I’ve muted the 
audio because I’m talking gibberish - your speeches will make much more sense! 
 
See the full video here: 
WeVideo Layers and Green Screen  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=ey1evv0j0a#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=gete907y66#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UUSo5CBDVw&feature=youtu.be


 
 
 POSTERS, DRAWINGS & ANIMATION  
 
How to do it well  
 
Including posters, drawings and other artwork in your presentation can increase your creativity 
score and engage your audience with the points you’re making. This could be as simple as every 
member of your group holding up hand drawn signs to illustrate points, or as complex as an 
animated story.  
 
A good visual aid will do one or more of the following: 
 

● Support the presentation  
● Convey important information  
● Add emphasis to different points  
● Tell a story  

 
 
Examples 

 

 
Animation Example - Sandwick High School – Youth Philanthropy Initiative 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoMYNqARu7k


 
 
How to make visual aids work digitally  
 
There are a lot of digital drawing, animation and poster programs and apps out there - if you have 
access to any of these things, or you happen to be a Microsoft Paint wizard, using visual aids is 
quite straightforward for you. However, the majority of you will probably be drawing by hand. The 
best way to make a hand drawn piece of work look good digitally is to scan it onto the computer. If 
you don’t have a scanner at home, you can download a scanner app on your phone and this will 
allow you to take a photograph that looks like it’s been scanned. 
 
Still Drawings  
 
Search your app store for “scanner” or “scanning” and choose the best rated free app for your 
device. Click the link below to see a clip of me using an app called Genius Scan to scan some super 
sophisticated hand lettering. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Watch how I did it: Photograph VS Scanner App 
 
Record yourself Drawing 
 

Recording yourself drawing, writing or hand lettering can add a personal 
touch to titles. You can use the time lapse feature on a smartphone for 
drawings that take a long time or you can use WeVideo, or another 
video editor, to adjust the speed of the final clip.  
 

Watch Miss Scanlan give it a go: Time Lapse Drawing  
Watch an Expert: Timelapse | Drawing, shading a realistic eye  
 
Animation  
 

Creating an animation by hand involves sketching lots of drawings, taking photos - or scans - of 
them and arranging them in order on a video timeline. To make it look like your drawings are 
moving you should only change small things in each sketch you do. A rubber can be a really handy 
tool for this! For example if you want to draw a cat sticking out its tongue you would draw the cat 
first (take a photo) then you would rub out the cat’s mouth and draw it so its tongue is poking out a 
little bit (take a photo) and finally rub it out again and draw the cat’s tongue sticking all the way out. 
The smaller the changes in each sketch, the more professional your animation will look, but 
perfection isn’t necessary! Even three sketches can create a really cool effect! 
 

Watch Miss Scanlan give it a go: Cat Mlem Animation  
Watch an Expert: Cat Man Do - Simon's Cat | SHORTS #1 
 

https://youtu.be/MguMUis3Uvg
https://youtu.be/6qcYqXuTX3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNpN7IfAvtg
https://youtu.be/CDF2UFilew8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0ffwDYo00Q&t=36s


 
 
 INFOGRAPHIC 
 
How to do it well 
 

An infographic is a visual representation of information, data, or knowledge 
intended to present information quickly and clearly. The simplest of these are graphs and charts, 
which I’m sure you’ve all used before. However, a little more thought and creativity can turn your 
charts and graphs into something much more effective! 
 

A good infographic will: 
 

● Convey relevant information  
● Have a thoughtful design  
● Have minimal writing  
● Be mindful of purpose and audience (Don’t use smiley faces to depict serious issues.) 

 
Examples 

 
 
 

 
How to make an infographic  
 
Most infographics are created digitally, using programs like Canva and 
Google Slides. To the right, you can see an infographic I made using a free 
Canva account. If you look closely you might spot the watermark but it 
doesn’t interfere with the design so there’s no need to pay for a premium 
account!  
 
If you don’t want to use Canva but you do want to make an infographic, you 
can use google slides to do a similar thing! The advantage of using Canva 
is that it has a stock of backgrounds, images and elements for you to 
search: if you choose to use Google Slides you will have to source your 
own images. 
 
Click the links below for helpful tutorials:  
 

How to Create Infographics in Minutes (Canva) 
Use Google Slideshow to Create an Infographic for Kids 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1v3ILOnfGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eC9xq7etXU8


 
 
 MOCK UP NEWS REPORT  
 
How to do it well 
 
A mock up news report is a creative idea that involves many of the same skills as a good 
persuasive speech. The main difference is that each group member will be playing a role - you 
might use costumes and/or prompts, and you’ll have to write some newscaster expressions into 
your speeches. 
 
To make a good mock up news report all the advice for delivering a good speech applies. In 
addition to this you should: 
 

● Commit to the performance - take it seriously  
● Have clearly defined roles - news anchor, studio guests, on the scene reporters, members of 

the public etc.  
● Write a script to keep you on track  

 
Examples 
 

● A mock news report 
● Mock News Report (Media) 

 
 
How to do a Mock Up News Report digitally 
 
The mechanics of recording a Mock Up News Report are very similar to the mechanics of recording 
a group speech. The most interesting feature for this kind of presentation is Colour Keying (Green 
Screen). You can use Green Screen editing to make it look like you are actually in a newsroom 
together, or you can choose from various scenes for those of you acting as on the scene reporters. 
 
Watch Miss Scanlan try it out: Mock Up News Report 
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qo18iErAyJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7wPBKHPjtk
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=ey1evv0j0a#dq6apd6yu7
https://www.wevideo.com/academy?wchannelid=hgs1pprp1a&wvideoid=ey1evv0j0a#dq6apd6yu7
https://youtu.be/C2Xt-FXc4Lk


 
 
 PODCAST 
 
How to do it well 
 

Making a podcast is a creative and unique way to present information. Podcasts are 
engaging and informative and fairly easy to put together. In its simplest form a podcast is just a 
conversation on the topic between a group of people - think about the group discussions you’ve 
done in class! The best podcasts have defined sections and sometimes include a recognisable 
jingle between them.  
 
In terms of planning there are two options:  
 

● Write a detailed script for each person - this is best for people 
who are nervous and forget what to say. You can, of course, 
deviate from your script.  
 

● Write a rough outline of topics to be discussed and play it by ear 
- this will result in a more natural sounding podcast. 
 

Examples 
 

● Brains Out Podcast 
● Catexploring & keeping cats happy during COVID-19 — Catexplorer 

 

How to create a podcast 
 
Once you’ve got your script or your rough outline, it’s time to get recording! You will find it awkward 
at first and someone will giggle - don’t stop recording, just cut rubbish bits out later. Whoever is 
doing the editing, make a note of the rough times mess ups happen to make your life easier later.  
 
There are two main ways to put together a podcast. 
 

● The simplest way is to start a group audio or video call on Hangouts. One person should 
record the audio coming out of their own speakers and everyone else should use 
headphones to avoid audio feedback. The downside of this method is a trade off in audio 
quality.  
 
 

Have a listen to Miss Fyvie and Miss Scanlan try it out: Podcast 
Example 1. 

 

● A more complex method is for everyone in the Hangouts call to 
wear headphones and record their own audio. Then one person 
should collate each recording and sync them up using audio 
tracks in WeVideo, or - if you have access - an audio editor like 
Audacity or GarageBand.  

 

Listen to Miss Fyvie and Miss Scanlan try it out: 
Podcast Example 2 - Largely Unedited 
Podcast Editing in WeVideo 
Podcast Example 3 - Edited 
 

https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/brains-on/e/69393916?autoplay=true
https://catexplorer.co/podcast-entries/catexploring-keeping-cats-happy-during-covid-19
https://soundcloud.com/elizabeth-fyvie/podcast-example-1/s-JvfCyI3CKdc
https://soundcloud.com/elizabeth-fyvie/podcast-example-1/s-JvfCyI3CKdc
https://soundcloud.com/elizabeth-fyvie/podcast-example-2-largely-unedited/s-4KSymywi9NS
https://youtu.be/VJcLfx7rEuE
https://soundcloud.com/elizabeth-fyvie/podcast-example-3-edited/s-gRsvwWdkiKW


 
 

 MUSICAL PERFORMANCE  
 
How to do it well 
 
Many of you will have musical skill, so naturally some of you will consider 
using those skills as part of your presentation. The key thing to remember is that you must link the 
performance to your social issue. The best musical performances are original compositions or 
covers of well known songs with the lyrics changed to convey a message about the charity. You can 
also use your musical talent to create backing tracks for various parts of your presentation. 
 
Examples  
 
Original song: Celebrities share 'Lockdown' coronavirus moments for a new charity song in aid of 
Telegraph Appeal 
 

Lyrics swap: CoronaVirus parody of Adele's 'Hello' 
 
 
How to do a musical performance digitally  
 
It may seem a little odd to consider doing a musical performance digitally and without being 
together, but it’s actually how most music is produced. You’ll each need to record your parts 
separately and then one of you should use an editor like WeVideo, Audacity or GarageBand 
to layer the tracks on top of one another. Click here for tutorials on how to do this. 
 
The easiest way to make sure your tracks are synced up is for one person to record their 
part first and for everyone else to listen to this (with headphones) while they record their own 
part. You can even create a whole musical performance on your own!  
 
Watch an an expert: Wind Waker Unplugged (FreddeGredde) 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eDOrlIq7TQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eDOrlIq7TQ
https://youtu.be/M5azNpTwVk8
https://youtu.be/9Eo9M4-BrJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRv8gnBMiWM


 
 DANCE 
 
How to do it well 
 
We’ve had some truly amazing group and solo dance performances in past YPI finals. Again, the 
key thing to remember is to make sure the dance is strongly linked to the social issue you are 
addressing. The best dance performances tell stories that pull on the audience's heart strings. 
 
Examples 
 
ROSS - SHIRE YPI 
Youth and Philanthropy Initiative 2018 School Winners 
 
How to perform a dance digitally  
 
The first challenge you will face is finding enough space to perform. You might be able to 
clear a room in your house or you might have access to a garden. It might be that you have 
to restrict your choreography to fit a smaller space.  
 
The next challenge is performing a group dance without being in the same room together. 
To make you seem more like a group try to dress similarly and style your hair/makeup in the 
same way. As for recording you’ll need to record yourselves individually then layer the 
videos on top of each other using WeVideo (or another editor you have access too) and 
know which corner of the screen you’re going to on when you plan your choreography. 
 
Alternatively you could use Zoom (like the example below) or install a chrome extension 
called Google Meet Grid View so that you can dance together in real time and one of you 
can record the screen using WeVideo or another editor. 
 
Dance is a tricky one, but it’s not impossible!  
 
Watch some super examples:  
 

Fat Sam's Grand Slam - Dancing Lockdown Style via Zoom! 
MAMMA MIA! West End cast perform Mamma Mia in lockdown 
Lockdown 2020- 9 to 5 Dance Routine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvIjC--Lpis&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjMYUTWPbyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xE6DRAmbOKs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06ZswSBqqsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJWvvLEjPXI


 
 DRAMA  
 
How to do it well 
 
Including some kind of dramatisation in your presentation is a surefire way to increase 
your presentation score and it can be a really effective way of getting your point across. You don’t 
have to be a pro actor to create a good piece of drama. Even recording a mock text conversation is 
a form of drama. The key, as always, is to make sure your performance is strongly linked to the 
social issue you’re addressing. The best drama performances bring the social issue to life for the 
audience and puts them in the shoes of the people your chosen charity supports. 
 
Examples  
 

Youth Philanthropy Initiative 2019 School Winners 
YPI Video Speyside Highschool 
 
 
How to do a drama performance digitally  
 
Your first step is careful planning. Try to write an effective script which only involves one 
actor in a scene at a time. If you want to dramatise an argument or a fight you can have this 
happen off camera and show the effects, or you could have your character sit and 
remember an event and have it play out in the audio only. See podcast advice for how to 
record conversations. Texting, phone calls and video calls are a huge part of how we 
communicate today so you could also include these in your performance like the Speyside 
High School example above.  
 
One person should use an editing software, like WeVideo, to put the project together. Get 
creative with your video and audio layering - you can have audio tracks play over video and 
you can even have multiple videos on the screen at the same time! See the editing page for 
a guide on how to do this. 
 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSwoYqvkbK8&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NdVJhMhkGU&t=4s


 
 
 SLAM POETRY  
 
How to do it well 
 
Slam poetry is all about passionate and emotional delivery. You really have to commit to the 
performance. In 2018, the Dingwall Academy winners performed a poem about sexual 
abuse which supported their presentation on the charity RASASH. Their performance was 
so powerful the YPI representative arranged for the group to perform on the same stage as 
Emile Sande at the YPI Scotland event in Perth. The charity RASAH also used the poem in 
sessions with survivors. Good slam poetry tells a story, doesn’t shy away from 
uncomfortable truths and above all it packs an emotional punch. 
 
Examples 
 
 

RASAH SLAM POETRY 
 

Kevin Yang - "How to Love Your Introvert" 
 

Julian Randall - "Grief" 
 

William Nu’utupu Giles & Jenna Robinson - "Selfie" 
 
 
How to do slam poetry digitally  
 
The advice for making slam poetry work digitally is the same as the advice for a group 
presentation. If more than one of you is performing a poem, consider layering your voices on 
specific words or phrases for emphasis.  
 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jUZW-VImjR_tPNULhCA970Uq0IpTjTxDagKw1IRLuf4/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/Bfh_mRA5B6A
https://youtu.be/oqx6wYsAmsM
https://youtu.be/sshm7mO2oNM

